TASK: MAKE CPD MORE USER-FRIENDLY
- Define laundry list. Get to staff
- Prioritize changes based on cost & factors
- Provide guidance to compute programmers

Suggest: consider feedback from

3.1 Test Group
- Allow MF to list all?

3.2
- Looking for abilities to turn on/off code options
- Status code; existing codes may work
- State: will the codes apply properly?
- Note: offer Rev. to 700 language
- Only include "sellable" products, not display all line items - IA to control
- At instruction of the licensee
- On the right track?: Stuve U - yes

Status code definitions slide shown
- Clean up & provide better defs
- SW: 05 IA can't access. Stuve: can now.
- SW: discussed why better
- IS: task work corp w/ defining these codes?
- SW: yes, we agreed. IA: need to consist apply codes
SR: wants the ability to turn on/off the codes
SN: cab have this ability - JB - NO
YES PART OF UPLOAD SP-SHT
J: Adding options - changing ST codes to replace old options via upload SP-SHT.
SN: can't cut manuf turn on/off, must have JA approval

3 approaches:
1. Approach - "JA Filter"
2. " - upload SP-SHT + JA Filter"
3. Both 1 - 2 (or)

SN: expects JA's to filter based on knowledge we like don't make spacer.

Take vote on which approach? more discuss

Stewart: need - concerned w/redundancies
J: why not allow more filtering?
SN: costs more money. why need?

Q. What do people want? see note above

SN: section 5.4 - frames options subject by word or by code?

- Allow multiple codes for one ind. product
- Demonstrate some of F/S/S to need to be split, also spacer

SN: big issue if anybody (KCI just picks one) - Hayden move this way down priority list
SW: HAPPY TO MOVE DOWN LIST  (NO ACTION DIRECTED)

5.5 - Filter results under - Detailed – Rod Ratings

WHAT DO WE WANT TO FILTER BY?

A: A CONSUMER - SHOULD BE SIMPLE AS POSSIBLE

LOG IN AS - CONSUMER OR PROFESSIONAL?

JL: TWO DIFF. SEARCH FILTER CAPABILITIES

ARCHITECTS + BDG OFFICIALS DO WANT “DEEP” FILTER/SUBCH CAPABILITY, EXCEPT “BASIC” OR “ADVANCED”

UNFORTUNATELY BASIC WONT NARROW DOWN VERY WELL

JL: SHOULD THERE BE A “VERIFY CPD NO.” ON FRONT PAGE?

JA: NO! DOES ONE GET THE “PRIORITY LIST” SW.
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